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Eminence & Orange Kristian Kohle Bass IR Pack

Eminence, a speaker company known for crafting iconic bass speakers in rock 'n'

roll, and Orange, a British amp company celebrated for exceptional bass cabinets,

present the Kristian Kohle Eminence/Orange Bass Guitar Cabinet Impulse Response

Pack available at eminence-digital.com. This groundbreaking collaboration is a must-

have for serious bassists and producers seeking to harness the thunderous power of
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their bass. Watch Kristian demonstrate the new IR at youtu.be/8_frCffhJ7Q.

Crafted by esteemed German rock and metal producer Kristian Kohle, whose name

resounds across the industry for his remarkable productions spanning various metal

genres, this pack sets a new standard in quality and tonal versatility. Kohle,

renowned for releasing industry-standard impulse response packs, has meticulously

created mix-ready IRs featuring three distinct Orange cabinets: the aggressive

4x10", the thundering 8x10", and the rumbling 1x15".

Designed with both bassists and producers in mind, the Kristian Kohle Eminence

/Orange Bass Guitar Cabinet Impulse Response Pack empowers musicians to

explore an expansive tonal range, from earth-shaking growling rock tones to the

most aggressive and crushing metal bass sounds. The pack also includes a stereo

impulse response of Kristian Kohle's renowned live room, aptly named the "Room of

Boom." By loading this exceptional IR into a reverb IR player, you can infuse your

bass tone with a touch of room ambiance, providing your tracks a realistic and

immersive feel.

Whether you're a seasoned bassist, a dedicated producer, or an aspiring musician,

the Eminence/Orange Bass Guitar Cabinet Impulse Response Pack offers an array of

tonal options to ensure your bass track seamlessly fits into the mix.

www.eminence-digital.com
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